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Swimming

Icelandic Superiority In The Pool
Winning six gold, two silver and two bronze medals, Iceland simply confirmed its
superiority in the swimming pool on Day 3 of the XIII Games of the Small States of
Europe. Cyprus ended up with one gold, three silver and one bronze, while Luxemburg
finished the day with one gold, two silver and two bronze medals. In the Women’s 50m
Freestyle, Iceland’s Ragnheidur Ragnarsdottir was first with 25.62 (a new GSSE record).
Her compatriot Mar Arni Arnason won the men’s category (22.87), also with a new
GSSE record. Swimmers from Iceland were also the ones celebrating after 200m
Breaststroke. Hrafnhildur Luthersdottir won the women’s category (2:32.29, new GSSE
record), while Johann Jakob Sveinsson won the men’s race (2:16.34). In the Women’s
200m Freestyle, Cypriot Anna Stylianou won her second personal gold medal and set
a new GSSE record (2:02.28). In the men, Luxembourg’s Raphael Stacchioti won his
sixth personal gold in the current Games--something nobody else has achieved yet.
Finally, Iceland won both 4x100 medley events. The men secured the gold medal with
3:49.99, while the women’s team set a new GSSE record (4:15.26).

MEDALS TABLE
Rk Country
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1. Cyprus

34

35

23

92

2. Iceland

26

20

13

59

3. Luxembourg

18

10

15

43

4. Monaco

4

10

13

27

5. San Marino

3

4

9

16

6. Andorra

1

5

3

9

7. Liechtenstein

1

2

7

10

8. Malta

1

1

9

11
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Women’s Volleyball

Swimming

"Stacchioti

makes the

improbable!"

San Marino and Cyprus

still undefeated
Today’s game will most probably show the

winner of the Gold Medal

C

yprus and San Marino are
the teams that still go on
undefeated during the
games at Women’s Volleyball event of the 13th GSSE. The teams
scored two wins in two games and
today’s (Friday, 5th June, 11:15 a.m.)
game between them is highly important since it will probably show the
team that will secure the gold medal.
On Thursday, Cyprus team, with the
support of thousand of children, doubled its wins, by winning the team of
Lichtenstein, 3-0 set. An easy win for
Nicos Ioannou’s players, who after the
end of the game were applauded by
the students that were in the court
and signed autographs for many of
their fans!

Sets: 25-20, 25-21, 25-13

Cyprus: Milanovic (4), Charalambous (10), Timohova (3), Tsouta (5),
Faouta (6), Michael (10), Aristeidou
(libero), Vasiliou (1), Craney (2), Pavlou, Vouvakou, Tsaggaridou.
Lichtenstein: Hasler (2), Marxer B
(2), Biedermann (11), Buchel (6),
Fehr (9), Marxer M (2). Ruegg (libero), Maldonato (8), Nigsh (2).

R

aphael Stacchiotti’s five
gold medals in swimming
at the first two days of the
XIII Games of the Small
States of Europe had a respective acknowledgement and coverage by the
Media of Luxemburg. French-speaking
newspaper La Voix dedicated the cover of a six-page Games coverage to the

The ‘dolphin’ becomes the star of the
GSSE, just two days
into the competition

Earlier the same day, San Marino
stopped the undefeated until that time
team of Iceland. San Marino won by
3-0 set and hopes to secure the first
place and the Gold Medal, unlike the
team from Iceland who only has mathematic chance to win the Gold.

Sets: 25-23, 25-19, 25-16

San Marino: Bacciocchi (11), Parent
(16), Vanucci (3) Mazza (libero), Muccioli (8), Montironi (6), Silveira (10).

17-year-old’s achievements. In order
to accredit his major success, it used
the title of the surrealistic novel
“L’écume des jours’, in an effort to
emphasize that Stacchiotti made
something almost improbable! “Five
finals, five golds. At the Limassol
Swimming Pool, Raphael Stacchiotti
left nothing at stake. The ‘dolphin’
becomes the star of the GSSE, just two
days into the competition,” is stated at
the front page. Stacchiotti won gold
medals in 200m backstroke, 100m
freestyle, 200m individual medley,
100m backstroke and 400m freestyle.
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Fourth day
highlights
The most striking statistic was
the number of athletes taking
part at the Games which is a
new record for the event. At
this year’s XIII GSSE, a total
of 843 athletes took part - a
bigger figure when compared
to the Monaco Games of 1997
when 799 athletes took part. In
the first GSSE event, 24 years
ago, 222 athletes took part.
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The entire event is aided by the help of 739 volunteer workers who are considered “the heart and
soul” of the event and who never failed in lending
their immense assistance to make sure this year’s
XIII GSSE will be a memorable occasion
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Cyprus And San Marino
Mountain Biking

Make History

T

he Mountain Bike event of the
XIII Games of the Small States
of Europe will go down in history as the event which saw
memorable finishes for Cyprus and for
San Marino. Cyprus saw three of its athletes take the podium to secure the top
three medals in the event whilst San
Marino saw Daniela Veronesi become
the first ever female athlete to take the
gold in the mountain bike event. The
women’s event was introduced to the
GSSE for the first time this year.
In the men’s event, there was triple Federation Michalis Hadjioannou.
delight for Cyprus as Marios AthanasiHistory was also written by San Maadis finished first with a time of rino cyclist Veronesi after becoming the
2.01.31.06 to take the Hosts Cyprus saw three first female athlete to take
gold whilst Vasilis Adathe top spot and the gold
of its athletes take the
mou came in second to
medal with her time of
take the silver with his podium to secure the 1:30:00.0. “I am delighted
time of 2:01:31.6. Their top three medals in the and proud to be part of
f e l l o w c o u n t r y m a n event whilst San Marino this historic event”, said
Michalis Kitis came in saw Daniela Veronesi the smiling Sammarinese
third to take the bronze become the first ever athlete upon finishing the
after finishing with a
race. The silver medal in
female athlete to take
time of 2:02:30.1.
the women’s event was
“Our target was always the gold in the mountain taken by Elina Sofocleous
bike event
to make sure that our own
for Cyprus with her time of
athletes got the top finishes and we are 1:39:31.5 whilst San Marino also took
delighted to have achieved it,” commented the bronze through Roberta Monaldini.
the Technical Advisor of the Cyprus Cycling

Tennis : Home Affair Finals In Tennis

M

onaco and Liechtenstein are already celebrating in the tennis
event after both nations are guaranteed the gold medal in the men and women’s event
respectively. In the men’s event,
two Monaco players, Games number
one Jean-Rene Lisnard and Games
number three Benjiamin Balleret,
made it to the final with Lisnard
defeating Liechtenstein’s Jirka Lokaj
2-0 (6-0, 6-3) and Balleret beating
number two Stefano Galvani of San
Marino 2-0 (7-6, 6-4). In the third

8

game of the second set and with
the score at 1-1, Galvani had experienced some problems with his

contact lense but still decided to
play on. The semifinal losers have
both been awarded the bronze medal as there is no third place playoff
final in tennis. The women’s event
will also be a home affair as Luxembourg secured two players in the
final for the gold medal. Games
number one Mandy Minella had defeated Liechtenstein’s Marina Novac 2-0 (6-2, 6-1) and Claudine
Schaul beat Louise-Alice Gabarini
of Monaco 2-0 (6-3, 6-3). Novac
and Gabarini were also both awarded the bronze medal.
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Shooting

Golden
Shot
For

Monaco

Favourites Dominate

T

Women's Trap

he favourites confirmed their and silver medals would end up, since
superiority in Women’s Trap Malta’s Rebecca Madyson (60/75) and
Shooting. DanCassar (59/75), as
Del Din and Kathryn
iela Del Din and
well as Cypriot Georgia ConAlessandra Perilli made the
Alessandra stantinidou (59/75) were
‘double’ (gold/silver) for
way behind.
San Marino, while Georgia Perilli made the
In the final, Del Din ended
Constantinidou (Cyprus)
up with a score of 90/100
'double' (gold/ (70+20), enough to give her
won the bronze medal.
Del Din was first by the
silver) for San the win, while Perilli settled
end of the qualification
second with 88/100 (68+20).
Marino
stage with a score of 70/75,
All the agony was left for
while Perilli was second (68/75). From the bronze, which ended up to Constanthat point, it was clear where the gold tinidou, after a shootout.

M

onaco won its first
shooting gold
me d a l a t t he X III
Games of the
Small States of Europe on
Thursday. Cynthia Durand was
the athlete to achieve it in
women’s air rifle with a score
of 471.8. Cypriot shooters Irini

Panteli managed to
go just ahead, before Durand got the
win at the final shots
Panteli (470.1) and Constantina
Pratsi (459.2) were second and
third respectively.
Durand entered the final in
first position (378/400), while
Panteli was second (373/400).
After some great competition,
the athlete from Cyprus managed to go just ahead, before
Durand coming back at the final shots to get the win.
For Panteli, that was her fifth
medal at GSSE, having already
won one gold and three more
silvers in the past.
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Beach Volley

Passion for glory!

C

yprus and San Marino will
meet to decide who will
take the gold medal in the
men’s beach volleyball final
after both teams won their semifinal
games on Thursday.
In the first semifinal, George Platritis
and Paris Christofi defeated Monaco’s
Frank Kopcevic and Tomas
Widiez after a tie break decider. The Cypriot duo had
lost the first set 21-18 but
responded in the second set
to win 21-11. Backed by a
capacity crowd of home
supporters, they delivered
again in the third and deciding set winning 15-6 in a match
which lasted 50 minutes.
Cyprus will now meet San Marino
twins Francesco and Alfredo Tabarini in
the final (18:00) after the two brothers
overcame Andorra and Xavier Folguera
Estruga and Christian Salvador Campillo in the other semifinal 2-0 (21-19,
29-27).
Cyprus had previously beaten the
Tabarini twins 2-0 in the group stage
and are again favourites to take the gold

in Friday’s final. Andorra and Monaco
will battle it out for third place and the
bronze medal on the same day.
Meanwhile Cyprus’ 100% record in
the women’s event continued on Thursday with victory over Monaco. Manolina Konstantinou and Mariotta Aggelopoulou defeated Magalie Muratore and
Caroline Van Klaveren 2-0
(21-18, 21-18) but the
biggest drama came in the
other game between
Liechtenstein and Iceland.
Liechtenstein’s 2-1 (9-21,
21-19, 15-9) victory over
the Icelanders means that
they have made it through
to the last four.
Elsewhere, Luxembourg easily beat Andorra 2-0 (21-9, 21-9) in 25 minutes.
Cyprus team who is coached by
Manoli Roumelioti, will now take on
Liechtenstein’s Bettina Mähr and Petra
Walser in the semifinal on Friday morning (9:00) for a place in the final which
has been scheduled for 16:30. The losing semifinalists will meet in the third
place match to decide who takes the
bronze medal.

Cyprus and
San Marino
to battle for
gold
on the beach
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Wisdom.
Community.
Fruitfulness and generosity.
Strength and dependability.
Peace and prosperity.
Stability.
Since 1899, the values
symbolized by the olive tree
have been the foundation
on which the Bank of Cyprus
has been built.

www.bankofcyprus.com
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